Call for papers

International workshop on
Rethinking Research and Pedagogies
in the age of Digital Humanities

Scope and Topics:

The workshop seeks to raise these and other questions in depth through the discussion of theories, pedagogies, teaching-learning models, practices, and contents that depend on the digital to make a difference in teaching and in research. Topics can include (though not limited to) the following:

- Artificial intelligence or machine learning, software studies, apps and learning management systems, mapping and geographic information systems, or information design and modeling;
- Addressing social, institutional, global, gender, multilingual, and multicultural aspects through digital humanities including digital feminisms, digital indigenous studies, digital cultural and ethnic studies...
- Theoretical, epistemological, historical, or related aspects and interpretations of digital humanities practice and theory;
- Computer applications in literary, linguistic, cultural, archaeological, and historical studies, including public humanities and interdisciplinary aspects of modern scholarship;
- Computational textual studies, including quantitative stylistics, stylometry, authorship attribution, text mining, etc.;
- Digital arts, theatre, new media, digital games, and electronic literature;
- Emerging technologies such as physical computing, single-board computers, minimal computing, wearable devices, and haptic technologies applied to humanities research;
- Digital cultural studies, hacker culture, networked communities, digital divides, digital activism, open networks and software, …etc.

Workshop Chair:
Larbi Touaf

Technical Program Committee
- Mehdi Kaddouri (UMP)
- Soumia Boutkhl (UMP)
- Chourouq Nasri (UMP)
- Karim Ben Soukass (UM5 Rabat)
- Jamal Bahmad (UM5 Rabat)
- Elhassan Herrag (UMP)
- Youssef Yacoubi (Setton Hall University, NJ, USA)
- Maueern Jamesom (SUNY, Buffalo, USA)
- Sabine Coelsch-Foisner (Salzburg University, Austria)
- Najib Mokhtari (UIR, Rabat)
- Ali Moujtahid (Universite privee de Marrakech)

CONTACT DETAILS
For further information, please contact us by email at:
l.touaf@ump.ac.ma

IMPORTANT DATES
- Paper Submission Deadline: 15 May 2019
- Acceptance Notification: 1st June 2019
- Camera Ready Deadline: 30 July 2019

SUBMISSIONS:
Full details of submission procedures are available at:
http://smartict.ardti.org/workshops/dh.html

All presented papers (respecting LNEE authors instructions) will be included in the SmartICT’19 conference proceedings published by Springer’s LNEE.

SPONSORS